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Congratulations, you are now working with KeyKegs, the 
leading, next-generation keg. Please allow us to explain what’s 
different compared with traditional steel kegs?

KeyKeg will keep the beverage fresh for 
several weeks after broaching.
With the traditional steel kegs that’s much 
shorter. Besides that, beverage from a KeyKeg 
will taste better. Why? Simply because no CO2 will 
come into contact with the product.   

KeyKeg weighs about 80% lighter when 
empty. Just experience the     difference between 
an average steel keg and a lightweight KeyKeg. 
You'll like it!

KeyKeg can be dispensed with air as well. 
A simple cheap air compressor will do the 
job. No dangerous, polluting and expensive 
CO2 bottles anymore.   

No more deposits to pay.
There are no deposits on KeyKegs.
More liquidity for your company!   

As the KeyKeg is a one-way keg, it can be 
easily recycled after use.
You suddenly have much more space in your 
store.

On average you get at least two to three more 
glasses out of a KeyKeg.
No foaming when the keg is almost empty. Besides that, 
flat or overcarbonated beer is something of the past. This 
means less waste and more profit!

KeyKeg proves to be much more environmentally 
friendly than steel kegs, certainly on longer 
distances.
That’s only logical since KeyKegs eliminate the return 
transport, the polluting washing sequences and allows 
25% extra beverage to be carried per transport. KeyKegs 
are totally recyclable and comply worldwide to the strictest 
environmental regulations.  

KeyKegShop.com
“Easy ordering from our webshop!”
KeyKeg users can order 24/7 all necessary equipment on 
www.keykegshop.com.  All supplies for dispensing, filling 
and instruction can be ordered here at the lowest costs. 

Foaming
Over-carbonation is no issue anymore. The propellant gas 
will not come in contact with your beer during dispensing. 

“What can you do if beer has too much foam?”
You can cool the keg or increase the dispense pressure. 
Find out more in our Foaming Instruction Video.  

For more instruction videos see www.keykeg.com 

KeyKeg advantages
• Shelf life after broaching is several weeks
• Lightweight and easy to lift
• No keg deposit
• Can be dispensed with CO2/N2 or air
• No storage of empty KeyKegs
• More beer out of a KeyKeg: no remains and no

excessive foaming
• Sustainable
• Always the right dispensing pressure: no over-

carbonation or flat beer anymore
• Available in 10L, 20L and 30L
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https://twitter.com/keykeg
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